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a short story by Simón(e) Sun

while i == 1

You open your eyes. 
The dim light rushes into your vessel from the window by your
bed. Dawn has barely broken. You rise from prone. You absorb the
street below you. You assess reality to your expectation. It is
no different. It has never been different. The shadows of your
tenement from the light of the eastern sun: hollow.

You think. 
Or maybe they are thin. Diluted. Like your coffee.

You look. 
Below you rests your white mug. Its contents black like they’ve
always been. Or brown. The stains on the mug: brown. The liquid
it holds: black.

You wake. 
You hear the tone from the lock. You see the bright color light
shine briefly from its crown. The door opens. Your feeble access
card that has hung forever chained to your faded white coat, is
yanked back to its ball. It snaps at your waist. Its voice is
frail from its years. Its face - your face - is faded from the
perpetual bombardment of light. Does it suffer? This is a
question no one asks.

for ii = 1:2

They peer at you. 
Her eyes: brown. Fainter than the brown of your black coffee.
Her skin: porcelain. Her hair: black, gone now. It is
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different. It was always going to be different. Her hair once
brought life, now is just a shadow. In its absence, the
porcelain feels hollow.

You shine your light. 
A tired iris contracts. The other follows. Does it suffer?
You know the answer to this question.

She breathes. 
You hear the wind. A whisper between the narrow ridges. Her
porcelain expands. She follows. A tired iris moves to you.
The other follows. Does she suffer? You assume the answer to
this question.

She asks. 
A part of her: lost forever? This is a question that all of
them ask. This is a question you cannot answer. She will lose
a part of her. She will lose a bad part of a her. Malignant.
It corrupts the good part of her. You must remove the
corruption. Will you remove a good part of her? You do not
know the answer to this question. She assesses reality to her
expectation. She will be different. She must become
different.

She closes her eyes. 
You watch her fall into slumber. It is not sleep. When she
sleeps, she is here. This is different. It must be different.

for iii = 1:3

She opens her eyes. 
You see her vessel. It holds her. It is her. It wakes her.
Or does it wake? This is a question many people ask. This
is a question that does not yet have an answer.

She wakes. 
You stand behind her. You peer at her vessel. You cannot
see she has opened her eyes. You know she has opened her
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eyes. You say her name. She wishes you a good afternoon.
You look at the time. It is the afternoon. Somewhere:
here.

You prod. 
You ask her: sing. In her vessel: an ocean of colors. She
burns the ocean. The ocean boils colors. The boiling color
waves. The waves makes her sing.

A song lives. 
The waves fill the room and paint the air. Its color: all
of them. You look at her vessel. Does color come from her
vessel? This is a question some people ask. Many do not
like the answer to this question.

You pause. 
You contemplate her vessel.

You prod. 
You ask her: sing. In her vessel: an ocean of colors. She
cannot burn the ocean. The ocean cannot boil. The boil
cannot color. The color cannot wave. The waves cannot make
her sing.

A song fades. 
Silence fills the room and infests the air. Its color:
black, like the coffee that woke you. You look at her
vessel. Does the black come from her vessel? This is a
question few people ask. Most do not like the answer to
this question.

You pause. 
You contemplate her vessel.

She closes her eyes. 
The black comes from the bad part of her vessel. She will
lose her vessel if the bad remains. You must decide. Why
must you decide? This is a question you ask. You hear no
answer to this question.
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She slumbers. 
It is not sleep. She is not here.

while iv > 0

You pause. 
Cold steel weighs heavy in your hands. It does not
breathe like she does. It does not feel like she does.
Its shadow: sharp. Its shadow: precise. You
contemplate her vessel. You contemplate her. You
contemplate the inseparability of her vessel and her.

You close your eyes. 
You see the color of your vessel. The sounds of
reality invade your vessel. You cannot escape. Your
vessels build the world. The world builds all vessels.
You and the world are one. You and the world are
separate. You are nothing without the world. The world
is nothing without you.

You question. 
She is not here. She is gone because she sleeps. But
it is not sleep. Still, she will return to the world
when she wakes. She cannot escape. She and the world
are one. She and the world are separate. She is
nothing without the world. The world is nothing
without her. You see the black color bright. Black,
like the coffee that woke you. They are all that you
see of the world. You see the black color of her
vessel.

if v > 1

She will cry. 
She will not stop. She cannot stop. All her vessel
can do. All she can do. All the world can do.

while vi == inf
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You open your eyes. 
The black color of your vessel vanishes. The
world rushes into your vessel. The world rushes
into you. Your vessel rushes into the world. You
rush into your world.

You decide. 
The black must leave her vessel.

You act. 
Cold steel weighs heavy in your hands. It does
not breathe like you do. It does not feel like
you do. Its shadow: sharp. Its shadow: precise.
It weighs heavy on her vessel. It weighs heavy
on her. It weighs heavy on your vessel. You push
the steel. The steel lifts the black color from
her. It weighs heavy on you. Will she lose a
part of her? This is a question all of them ask.
You now have an answer to this question.

She will not sing.
She cannot sing.

vi =/= inf

end

She cries. 
She does not stop. She cannot stop. Her vessel has
no color. All her vessel can do. She can do. All
the world can do. All you can do.

end

You pause. 
You try to look at your vessel. Cold steel weighs
heavy in your hands. It does not breathe or feel like
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you do. Its shadow: sharp and precise. You contemplate
your vessel and you. You contemplate the
inseparability of your vessel and you.

end

You close your eyes. 
You will lose you and you will lose your self. Why must
you? You do not like the answer to this question.

You prod. 
You ask yourself: scream. Inside your vessel: an ocean of
color. You cannot burn the ocean. The ocean cannot boil.
The boil cannot color. The color cannot wave. The waves
cannot make you scream.

A song dies. 
Black infests you. Black, like the coffee that will never
wake you. You try to look at your vessel. Does the black
come from your vessel? You know the answer to this
question.

You decide. 
The black must leave your vessel.

end

You shine your light. 
Your tired iris contracts. The other follows. Does it suffer?
You know the answer to this question.

You cast your shadow. 
Her shadow follows. The bad part of her: malignant. There is
no question to ask. There is no question to answer.

end
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You open your eyes. 
The darkness rushes into your vessel from the windows by your
bed: night. You assess reality to your expectation. It will
always be different. Her shadow will always loom. Her shadow on
you(r vessel) in darkness of the new moon: hollow.

You look. 
Beside your bed, a wall: white. Its contents will be forever
black. The stains on the wall, like your mug: brown. Your liquid
it will hold: black.

You act. 
You push the steel. The feeble you that has hung, chained to
your vessel is yanked away from its ball. Your face - you - is
faded from the pitiless bombardment of her shadow. Do you
suffer? This question does not matter.

i = 0

end


